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BERTHING CONTRACTS – ATYPICAL, INNOMINATE

• Deposit:

• Berth rental: 



Croatia, Slovenia, Italy and Spain
contract of deposit



• Transit berths berth rental

• Permanent berths disputable deposit or rental 

• Croatian legal doctrine 

• The prevailing position in Italian and Spanish legal doctrine

• The US law 



• Not all marina operator permanent berthing contracts include the marina’s 
obligation to safeguard the vessel amounting to the obligation of custody in 
the sense of the legislative provisions of the contract of deposit.

• Has the vessel been delivered into the possession of the marina as a bailee? 

• The purpose and effect of the delivery of the vessel keys and documentation?

• This needs to be established in each individual case by a true interpretation of 
the contract in question.



BERTHING CONTRACT GT&Cs

• frequently unclear, inconsistent, sometimes contradictive
• express exclusion of deposit
• delivery of keys, vessel documentation, inventory lists, possession 

of the vessel
• contents of supervision or safeguarding services
• regime and scope of liability, liability exclusions



BUSINESS PRACTICE

• Research shows that the majority of marina operators in Croatia, Slovenia, Malta 

and Montenegro in practice apply a model of annual rental of a safe berth including 

certain level of supervision of the berthed vessel, without taking the vessel in 

possession

• Safe berth (port and berthing infrastructure, equipment, facilities, firefighting 

procedures, safety of navigation, port order, etc.)

• Plus supervision: marina mariners, periodical rounds and checks, external 

inspection of the vessel and berth from the pier, CCTV 24/7, night-guards, 

adjustment of lines, informing the owners of identified deficiencies/risks

• Does supervision service amount to custody or is it a specific service typical for 

marina industry?



CROATIAN MARITIME CODE 2019



CROATIAN MARITIME CODE 2019

Essential elements of the contract:

üBerth

üVessel

üContract period

üBerthing fee

Legal nature: contract for the use of a safe berth

Additional elements – expressly agreed: 

üVessel supervision 

üOther additional works and services 



CROATIAN MARITIME CODE 2019
Berth provider’s obligations and liability:

ü Providing and maintaining a safe berth with professional care

ü Liability for material defects of berth 

ü Specific nature of urgent unpredictable measures 

ü Vessel supervision if expressly contracted: customary external inspection of the vessel in the absence of the 
berth user

Berth user’s obligations and liability: 

ü The use of berth in accordance with the contract and its purpose

ü Vessel seaworthiness: due care (reasonable diligent person/entrepreneur) 

ü Berthing fee



CROATIAN MARITIME CODE 2019

Special rules:



CONCLUSIONS

• The mainstream position in Spanish and Italian legal doctrine is 
generally to qualify all marina operator berthing contracts as 
special types of contract of deposit

• Business practice tends to exclude or substantially limit the
application of the concept of deposit

• US law recognises the division between slip rental and marina 
storage agreements, and the courts seem to respect the choice of 
the parties to that extent. 
• Croatian Maritime Code 2019: berthing contract is a contract for 

the use of a safe berth; it may include additional services and 

works, if expressly agreed; 


